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[1] Satellite-borne measurements provide valuable
information on the global distribution of upper tropospheric
humidity (UTH), which represents the mean relative humidity
in a layer approximately enclosed by the atmospheric pressure
levels 500 and 200 hPa. Monthly mean distributions of
microwave observations of UTH obtained from the Advanced
Microwave Sounding Unit-B (AMSU-B) and the Humidity
Sounder for Brazil (HSB) are compared to infrared
observations of UTH from the Atmospheric Infrared
Sounder (AIRS). All data sets for January 2003 show
distributions as expected from climatologies. Data of AIRS
and AMSU-B averaged on 1.5�� 1.5� lat-lon bins for January
2003 show good overall agreement. However, with 2.7%RH
AIRS shows an unexpected wet mean bias, especially for
regions where the influence of clouds is small or cloud
affected measurements are excluded for both sensors. In
regions where AIRS is sensitive to cloud affected
measurements but not AMSU-B, the bias is reduced and
partly negative. Citation: Milz, M., S. A. Buehler, and V. O. John

(2009), Comparison of AIRS and AMSU-B monthly mean estimates

of upper tropospheric humidity, Geophys. Res. Lett., 36, L10804,

doi:10.1029/2008GL037068.

1. Introduction

[2] Atmospheric water vapor is the most effective green-
house gas. Especially in the upper troposphere, the water
vapor content has a strong influence on the amount of
outgoing long-wave radiation. However, major uncertainty
in the temporal and spatial distribution of water vapor in the
upper troposphere is reflected in the differences between the
climate models used for the fourth IPCC assessment report
[Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2007; John
and Soden, 2007].
[3] A suitable measure of upper tropospheric water vapor

content is the upper tropospheric humidity (UTH) which
corresponds to the average relative humidity with respect to
water between approximately 500 hPa and 200 hPa [Soden
and Bretherton, 1996]. Satellite-borne instruments are the
only sources of a global picture of the water vapor distri-
bution with good horizontal and temporal resolution which
can be used to understand the variability and trends in UTH.
Continuous operational satellite-borne measurements of
tropospheric water vapor are available since the late
1970s, using the infrared (IR) spectral range. Since 1993
continuous humidity measurements have been available

also from instruments using the microwave range (MW),
especially a prominent water vapor line at 183.31 GHz. In
recent years several instruments using the IR or MW
spectral region have been launched on operational satellites.
Sensors using the MW region are, among others, the
Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit-B (AMSU-B) and
the Humidity Sounder for Brazil (HSB), which are to a
large extent similar. One of several infrared sensors is the
Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) which is on board
Aqua, the same satellite as HSB. In this study we compare
UTH products obtained from AMSU-B, HSB, and AIRS
measurements and characterize the differences.
[4] Due to the short life time of HSB (from May 24, 2002

until February 5, 2003) the data products of HSB have not
been maintained and revised as thoroughly as the products
of AMSU-B and AIRS. Therefore, we will focus on the
comparison of AMSU-B and AIRS, and HSB will only be
considered because of its nearly identical collocation with
AIRS.
[5] UTH datasets obtained from the different spectral

ranges must take careful account of the characteristics of
individual products and differences between them. Humid-
ity measurements from IR sensors represent clear sky (cloud
free) conditions or nearly clear sky conditions while MW
measurements represent nearly all conditions. As humidity
and cloud coverage are correlated, humidity measurements
under clear sky conditions show a dry bias compared to
measurements considering all conditions [Lanzante and
Gahrs, 2000].
[6] UTH data from different IR instruments have been

compared to radiosondes even though these were limited
to areas where radiosondes were routinely launched. They
showed large uncertainties and differences between UTH
measured by satellite sensors and radiosondes. To a certain
extent, the differences are due to known instrument-
dependent and geographically varying problems affecting
radiosonde measurements of humidity in the upper tropo-
sphere [Soden and Lanzante, 1996; Divakarla et al., 2006;
Gettelman et al., 2006].
[7] We wish to determine whether UTH measured by

AIRS show a dry bias compared to MW measurements, as
would be expected due to cloud clearing, and to asses its
significance. Both instrument types provide global measure-
ments covering the broad latitude range from 60�S to 60�N.

2. Data Description and Method

[8] All instruments used in this study are downlooking
with a similar scanning pattern. They scan at 90 different
angles spanning a range of approximately 49� to each side
of the nadir. The field of view (FOV) represents a footprint
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size of about 15 � 15 km at nadir. All instruments are on-
board sun-synchronous satellites.

2.1. AIRS

[9] AIRS is on board NASA’s Earth observing system
satellite Aqua (EOS-Aqua). AIRS provides several atmo-
spheric parameters, including vertical profiles of atmospheric
water vapor. The AIRS instrument uses three spectral bands
in the infrared with high spectral resolution.
[10] Atmospheric state parameters retrieved from the

microwave instrument AMSU-A, also on-board Aqua, are
used for the retrieval of AIRS profiles, in particular to
obtain cloud-cleared radiances for AIRS [Susskind et al.,
2003]. Therefore profiles for the nine AIRS ground pixels
covered by the AMSU-A FOV are averaged and attributed
to the location of the larger AMSU-A ground pixel.
[11] The accuracy of temperature and water vapor pro-

files is expected to be 1 K for 1 km levels and 15% for 2 km
layers in the troposphere, respectively [Tobin et al., 2006].
The cloud clearing technique used for AIRS retrievals
enables measurements for scenes with cloud fractions up
to 70%. In this study we use version 5 of the AIRS Level 2
product.

2.2. AMSU-B

[12] AMSU-B instruments are on board the operational
meteorological satellites NOAA-15, -16, and -17. AMSU-B
has five channels, of which three channels (Channel 18 to
20) are situated around a strong water vapor spectral line at
183.31 GHz with different channel offsets from the line
center. These channels are used to determine tropospheric
water vapor. The measured radiance in terms of brightness
temperature of channel 18 is used to obtain a UTH product
by the method described by Buehler and John [2005].
Channels 19 and 20 are used for cloud clearing [Buehler
et al., 2007]. Brightness temperatures were obtained from
AMSU-B level 1b data using with the ATOVS and AVHRR
Pre-processing Package Version 6 (AAPP6) [Labrot et al.,
2006]. Brightness temperature measured by channel 18 will
be denoted as Tb18 and the obtained UTH product will be
denoted as UTH18.
[13] AMSU-B on board NOAA-16 (AMSU-B-16) is

taken as reference instrument for the three instruments.
AMSU-B on board NOAA-15 (AMSU-B-15) has two prob-
lems, and therefore was not taken as reference. Firstly, it
shows a false warming trend in brightness temperature,
and consequently a false drying trend in UTH, because of
the satellite’s orbital drift which has moved the measure-
ments from the UTH maximum towards its minimum of the
diurnal cycle. Secondly, it shows a cold bias for simulta-
neous nadir overpasses with NOAA-16 (V. O. John, personal
communication, 2008) which is believed to be due to
instrumental problems. The radiometer on board NOAA-
17 (AMSU-B-17) agrees well with measurements for
AMSU-B-16 [Buehler et al., 2008].

2.3. HSB

[14] HSB, on-board Aqua, is generally similar to AMSU-
B, except that one channel (at 89 GHz) has been omitted.
HSB brightness temperatures are part of the extended AIRS
level 1b data product. As mentioned above, some of the
processing operations of HSB have not been modified
between different data versions as done for the products

for AMSU-B and AIRS. For example, only antenna temper-
atures are provided and no side-lobe corrected brightness
temperature product is available. The brightness temper-
atures of the 183.31 ± 1.00 GHz and the UTH product will
also be denoted by Tb18 and UTH18, respectively, with
reference to HSB.

2.4. Method

[15] HSB and AMSU-B Tb18 are transformed to UTH18

by the method of Buehler and John [2005], which repre-
sents the Jacobian-weighted UTH. In contrast to that, AIRS
level 2 products provide vertical profiles of atmospheric
parameters such as temperature, mass mixing ratio of water
vapor and volume mixing ratio for ozone. In order to make
results of both instrument types comparable, profiles
obtained from AIRS, accepting quality flag 0 and 1, are
used to simulate Tb18 measured by AMSU-B, using the
radiative transfer model ARTS (Atmospheric Radiative
Transfer Simulator) [Buehler et al., 2005]. The simulated
AMSU-B measurement based on the AIRS profile is
calculated for the nadir view (scan angle = 0�) and the
corresponding UTH18 is obtained by the method of Buehler
and John [2005]. Assuming that the RT model is accurate
enough, this procedure is expected to prevent wrong inter-
pretation of the results as a consequence of different
weighting functions of the instruments.
[16] We expect some differences in the comparison

between AMSU-B and AIRS UTH products due to different
temporal and spatial sampling of the two instruments. The
Aqua and NOAA satellites have different overpass times and
the AIRS data are provided on a coarser grid than AMSU-B
and HSB. The data of the individual instruments are therefore
monthly averaged and binned on a 1.5�� 1.5� grid, covering
the latitude range between 60�S and 60�N, resulting in up to
360 and 6000 entries per bin for AIRS and AMSU-B (N16),
respectively. For some regions with high elevation, such as
the Tibetan Plateau, the AIRS data products were marked as
corrupted and thus are excluded from the analysis. To reduce
the influence of outliers, we consider median distributions of
UTH rather than means [John et al., 2006]. Averaged
parameters for collocated bins and corresponding statistics
are then compared and analyzed.

3. Comparison of AIRS and AMSU-B Data

[17] Figure 1a shows the binned median UTH18 distribu-
tion obtained from AMSU-B measurements for January
2003. The distribution shows expected features like high
humidity over equatorial continents and the Indonesian
warm pool and low UTH18 values over the subtropical
subsidence regions. Distributions obtained from HSB and
AIRS for the same period show similar distributions and are
therefore not shown. In the following subsections we
present comparisons of UTH18 measured by the three
instruments. In general, a positive (moist) bias in UTH18

means a negative bias in radiance (Tb18) and vice versa.

3.1. AIRS Versus AMSU-B/HSB

[18] Figure 1b shows the difference between the monthly
median distribution of AIRS UTH18 and AMSU-B-16
UTH18. In general AIRS shows a wet bias which is larger
at tropical latitudes but for some regions with high humid-
ity, which is related to high clouds, the bias is slightly
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negative. This indicates that the dry bias regions in Figure 1
are due to a sampling bias as described by Lanzante and
Gahrs [2000] where cloud affected measurements with
associated increased UTH are excluded for the IR-measure-
ments but still used by the MW-measurements. In the
tropics this dry bias is not visible. This is presumably
because persistent deep clouds here are optically thick in
MWand IR and the cloud filtering for both instrument types
removes cloud affected measurements in a way that the
sampling bias is reduced. For median UTH18 distributions
obtained for AIRS measurements marked as cloud free
(cloud fraction approx. 0, not shown) these dry bias regions
are more pronounced. Cloud free AIRS distributions show a
mean dry bias of 1%RH (Table 1).
[19] Figure 2a displays a histogram of binned UTH18

values of (AIRS - AMSU-B-16) versus AMSU-B-16 mea-
surements. For the monthly averaged data, the mean moist
bias of the AIRS UTH18 values is 2.7%RH, and the
standard deviation of the differences is 3.2%RH. The bias
shows a slight dependence on UTH. The reduced bias for
increased UTH18 is probably a result of the above men-
tioned sampling bias as the amount of measurements with
increased UTH18 which are removed by the AIRS cloud
filtering increases compared to AMSU-B measurements. As
expected, the drop in the bias for increased UTH18 is much
more pronounced for AIRS cloud free measurements (not

shown). However, the agreement might be worse for shorter
timescales or restricted regions.
[20] For Comparison of AIRS with AMSU-B-15 and

AMSU-B-17 the corresponding parameters are listed in
Table 1. It will be further discussed in section 4.
[21] Comparison of monthly averaged AIRS and AMSU-

B-16 for other months between September 2002 and
December 2003 show similar biases as January 2003.
The mean bias for the monthly binned data sets for this
16 month time period is 2.8%RH with a standard deviation
of 0.2%RH. The standard deviation here is the standard
deviation for the 16 individual monthly mean values around

Figure 1. (a) Median UTH distribution for AMSU-B-16 for January 2003. The UTH data are binned to a 1.5 � 1.5� grid.
(b) Distribution of the differences of the binned median distributions for AIRS - AMSU-B-16 for the same period.

Table 1. Summary of Biases, Standard Deviations, Regression

Coefficients Between UTH18 of Different Instrumentsa

Instruments Bias [%RH] Standard-Deviation

AMSU-B (N15) vs AIRS �3.6 3.1
AMSU-B (N16) vs AIRS �2.7 3.2
AMSU-B (N16) vs AIRS
(cloud-free)

1.0 5.0

AMSU-B (N17) vs AIRS �3.0 3.2
HSB vs AIRS �3.5 3.0
AMSU-B (N15) vs HSB 0.1 2.0
AMSU-B (N16) vs HSB �0.8 1.7
AMSU-B (N17) vs HSB �0.6 1.8

aThe data are for January 2003.
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their common mean. Thus the bias can be considered as
consistent during this period. The distribution for the
comparison of (AIRS-HSB) vs HSB is similar to the one
comparing AIRS-AMSU-B-16 vs AMSU-B-16 and thus not
shown here (see also Table 1).

3.2. HSB Versus AMSU-B

[22] The histogram (HSB - AMSU-B-16) vs AMSU-B-
16 is shown in Figure 2b. As expected, the agreement is
very good, comparable to the agreement among the AMSU-
B instruments on different platforms. The slight dry bias
(0.8%RH, Stddev.: 1.67%RH) of HSB is due to a warm bias
in brightness temperature. As the HSB brightness temper-
atures are provided without the necessary side-lobe correc-
tion, this is one possible reason for the bias.
[23] The bias for the comparison of HSB and AMSU-B-

17 is 0.55%RH (stddev.: 1.8%RH). The bias between HSB

and AMSU-B-15 is small (0.1%RH (stddev.: 2.0%RH)) due
to the warm bias of AMSU-B-15 w.r.t. the other two
AMSU-B instruments. Tb18 (HSB) is on average warmer
than Tb18 (AMSU-B) and the difference shows a slight scan
angle dependency where Tb18(HSB) is in average 0.2 (scan
angle 0–5�) to 0.8 K (scan angle 45–50�) warmer than
Tb18(AMSU-B).

4. Discussion

[24] Looking at the two instruments on board Aqua,
AIRS and HSB, the data for January 2003 show a bias of
3.5%RH (standard deviation: 3.0%RH). For AIRS and
AMSU-B-16 the bias is 2.7%RH (standard deviation
3.2%RH) and for AIRS and AMSU-B-17 the bias is
3.0%RH (standard deviation 3.2%RH). The small observed
variations in the AIRS - AMSU-B bias for different satel-
lites are most likely due to aliasing of the daily cycle from
different spatial and temporal sampling and small instru-
mental differences between individual AMSU-B instru-
ments. Each of these bias sources is of a magnitude that
can explain the overall observed bias variations which
indicate partial error cancellation.
[25] The bias between AIRS and all AMSU-B instru-

ments can have different causes. Besides possible instru-
mental biases, temperature and water vapor profiles from
AIRS, which are used to simulate UTH18, are affected by
constraints (e.g., a priori information) and by the accuracy
of the radiative transfer model used in the retrieval process.
[26] Additionally the different cloud clearing approaches

may introduce error. Due to the fact that cloudy scenes with
increased humidity are partly rejected by the cloud detection,
infrared instruments are expected to show a slight dry bias of
about 2 to 7%RH [Soden and Lanzante, 1996; Gaffen and
Elliott, 1993]. Contrary to this expectation, AIRS UTH18

shows a wet bias compared to AMSU-B UTH18. Only in
regions with high clouds and increased UTH18, AIRS has
small or negative biases in regions of high cloud amount
indicating that cloud affected measurements with increased
UTH18 are removed from the averaged data set which are not
removed from the MW measurements.
[27] A cold bias in observed temperature profiles in the

upper troposphere leads to a wet bias in AIRS UTH18.
Gettelman et al. [2006] have proposed that the wet bias in
AIRS relative humidity with respect to ice (RHi) observed
over Antarctica can partly be explained by a cold bias of the
AIRS temperature profiles in the upper troposphere. In fact,
temperature measurements of AIRS do show a cold bias of
up to 0.75 K in the upper troposphere [Divakarla et al.,
2006].
[28] Recently, Fetzer et al. [2008] found a 10–15% wet

bias in AIRS specific humidity data at 300 hPa compared to
collocated measurements by Microwave Limb sounder
(MLS, on board Aura satellite). This is attributed to a dry
bias in MLS data based on previous studies. However, our
results indicate that at least a part of this bias can be
explained by a wet bias in AIRS data at these altitudes.
[29] Both, AMSU-B and AIRS data have been compared

to radiosondes in various studies. For AMSU-B data John
and Buehler [2005] data confirmed a known dry bias in
Vaisala RS-80 radiosonde data. They observed a mean
relative dry bias of up to 11%, depending on the time of

Figure 2. Difference of the median binned UTH values for
(a) AIRS- AMSU-B-16 vs AMSU-B-16 and (b) HSB -
AMSU-B-16 vs AMSU-B-16 for January 2003. The solid
white line is the mean and the dashed white line the
standard deviation of the differences for 1% RH bins.
Darker shades indicate higher number of measurements.
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measurement. For AIRS water vapor data the results are less
clear. Comparison with different radiosonde data sets
showed good agreement within the AIRS retrieval specifi-
cations. Comparisons of AIRS mass mixing ratios to radio-
sondes from ARM sites showed a relative bias between 0 to
+5% at 500 hPa and �10% for the upper troposphere (at
200 hPa) which was explained by a possible wet bias of the
radiosondes. However, AIRS water vapor products for the
upper troposphere show a large uncertainty in terms of root
mean square error (RMSE) of up to 35% depending on the
location of the radiosonde launching site [Tobin et al.,
2006]. The aforementioned study by Gettelman et al.
[2006] shows that comparisons to radiosondes over Antarc-
tica show a relative wet bias of approximately 20% of AIRS
with respect to RHi for the upper troposphere compared to
radiosondes for the upper troposphere under cold condi-
tions. They state that besides the temperature bias, too high
specific humidity values observed by AIRS can explain this
high bias. However, for all comparisons, these biases in
temperature and humidity are still within the temporal and
spatial variability in humidity and described by the standard
deviation of these experiments.

5. Conclusion

[30] Monthly mean distributions of UTH products from
AMSU-B, HSB, and AIRS have been compared for January
2003. In the case of AIRS, microwave Tb18 was simulated
from the measured AIRS profiles with a microwave radia-
tive transfer model. There is no significant dependence on
the scan angle of the AIRS atmospheric profiles. HSB has a
small warm bias compared to AMSU-B-16. The differences
in Tb18 and the resulting UTH18 may partly be explained by
missing sidelobe corrections for HSB, differences in the
calibration schemes and the calculation of Tb18.
[31] In general, the UTH18 based on simulated Tb18 from

AIRS measurements has a slight moist bias of up to 4%RH
compared to the MW instruments, except in small areas
with high cloud amount. The large discrepancies and
variability observed by comparisons to radiosonde measure-
ments are not visible in the comparison between the binned
monthly mean satellite measurements. The bias between
AIRS and the AMSU-B-16 in the presented UTH18 product
is small compared to differences in UTH observed between
radiosondes and nadir looking infrared sounders as pre-
sented by Soden and Lanzante [1996], which were in the
range of 10 to 15%RH depending on the type of radio-
sondes. The mean errors introduced by using different
UTH18 data sets obtained from the different AMSU-B
sensors and AIRS are small compared to other error sources
and especially compared to the large differences in UTH in
different climate models [John and Soden, 2007]. Thus,
these datasets are suitable as benchmark for improving
climate model representations of humidity.
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